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 Home plate is one corner of the diamond with bases in each corner. Bases other than the house plate shall be 15 in (38 cm) square, of canvas or similar material, and not more than 5 (13 cm) thick. T bases are numbered counterclockwise as first base, second base, and third base 1- History &amp; Object 2- Essentials (offense and defense, scoring, etc.) 3- Field chart and
position 4 - Glossary softball Rules field Play Softball is played on the big grass and dirt field. The field includes fair territory inside two foul lines and foul territory outside the foul line. Softball fields have some common characteristics: Base: Softball diamond consists of four bases placed in a square. The bases are base 1, base 2, base 3 and house plate. Arable: the area around
the four bases, the surface of which is usually grass and packaged dirt. Outfield: Grassy area behind the arable. Foul lines: two lines (first and third base lines) that distinguish fair territory from foul territory. The ball that hits the foul line is called honestly. Foul Poles: Poles deployed at the end of each foul line to differentiate fair territory from foul territory as balls hit over the field
fence. The ball that hits the foul pole is a home run. Pitcher's Mound: Raised area in the middle of the diamond from which the pitcher throws the ball. Batter Box: A box marked with chalk at the home plate that the dough should remain during batting. Positions two teams compete in each softball game. Nine players man in the field, but nine batters hit in advance to order each
team, know how to batting order or lineup. Players who are in defensive positions, often called fielders, are the same as the bat during the second half of the inning. Nine defensive positions can be grouped into two general categories: infielders and outfielders. Infielders Pitcher: Pitch the ball from the pitcher's mound to catcher. Catcher: Crouches behind the home plate and gets
a pitch thrown by the pitcher. Also receiving throws from fielders trying to make outs at home plate. First baseman: Fields, or defends, balls hit at the 1 base line. Get throws from fielders trying to make outs at 1 base. Second Baseman: Fields the balls hit near base 2. Get throws from fielders trying to make outs at 2 bases. Often involved in double game. Third Baseman: Fields
the balls hit at the 3 base line. Get throws from other fielders trying to make outs at 3 bases. Shortstop: Fields balls hit between second baseman and third baseman. Includes 2nd base when the ball is hit on the second baseman. Outfielders Three outfielders — left fielder, center fielderand right fielder— attempted to catch balls hit in their part of the outfield. Balls hit on the field
usually ground balls or fly balls hit past Other teams also use the specified player who bats on one fielder and doesn't play position on the field. Other items include substitute players who can be introduced, called pinch hitters, who replace the batter, or pinch runners who replace the base runner. When a player is replaced, she cannot return.  [Previous] [Next] 2005 ©.
SportSpectator.com. All rights reserved. Content provided by SportSpectator.com, such as text, graphics, designs, logos, button icons, code and images, is protected by United States and international copyright laws. You may not copy, distribute, reproduce, sell or modify content in any way. However, you can link to this page. You can also create one printed copy for personal,
non-commercial use.     Positions in softball are the same as baseball. There are a total of nine positions that are always played by a defensive team. Positions are called: first base, second base, shortstop, third base, left field, center field, right field, pitcher and catcher.    The first baseman is a player who covers first base (which hitters run when they get hit). Players in any other
position except outfielders field the ball and throw it first to get out. At second base, players field balls and into second base when the ball is hit on the field. Shortstop is another position in the fields of the balls and covers second base. Third base covers third base and fields balls that come his/her way. The position of the field consists of left, center and right field. They catch any
pop flies and throw balls in the aramunder. The pitcher provides a pitch to the batter hitting on the opposing team. Finally, the catcher catches the pitcher's pitch. As you can see, all positions are very important in the game of softball.          Softball positions are generally defined. There are usually nine players on the field at a time of taking a defensive position. In some leagues at
the younger years, usually under the age of 10, they can allow a tenth defensive player. If two teams are very evenly matched, that could very well determine which wins can come down to how you defend against what the other team is trying to do. This is where the fastpitch softball strategy comes. This is where the chess games begin. For the purposes of the scorecard, each of
the softball positions is also numbered. For example, when you see listed as 6-3, it means the shortstop fielded the ground ball and threw the batter out early. Defensive Softball Position Pitcher: #1 Pitcher is a player who hands the ball to opposing players with a clear reason to get them out. It is said that good pitching will always beat good hitting, and for that reason it is very
important that you have several quality pitchers. In addition to pitching, also performs various reserve roles and is responsible for defending against the bunt. The pitcher is usually one of your best players, thrives on the pressure on the game and stays calm under the greatest possible situation. Catcher: #2 catcher is the player behind the home plate who catches the pitches. As
Tim McCarver likes to say, the catcher wears tools of ignorance. Catcher is your defensive captain, matching the team in certain situations, calling pitches or relaying coach pitch call. She is cute and has a keen understanding of the game. Catcher also needs to have a strong hand to throw out prospective base stealers. She is also the player who will be the first player to go to the
mound to calm the jittery bra. The responsibility defensively is to guard the home plate, cover the bunt, and in some cases no one on base, back up first base. First Baseman: #3 first baseman is usually someone who has a very good glove and makes the biggest catch, saving her teammates from throwing mistakes. The first baseman's primary responsibility is to cover the first
base infield throw. In fastpitch softball, you can see the first baseman playing several steps in front of the first base bag to prevent other teams from bunting. The first baseman is usually one of your taller girls to help cover errand throws. Because she is one of your biggest girls, she can also be one of your power hitters. Second Baseman: #4 second baseman is an infielder who
plays between first and second. The second baseman should be one of your stronger fielders with good range. The second baseman covering the second base balls hit the left side of the infield. On the bunt, with the first baseman charging, the second baseman covers first. The second baseman serves as a cutoff person when the balls are hit to right field. The balls hit to center
or left field, the second baseman covers second base and backs up a throw to the infield when it goes for a short stop. On a steal play, the second baseman backs up a throw from catcher to second base when the short stop falls to second base. Shortstop: #6 (yes no #5) Shortstop is a player who plays between second base and third base. Short stops are usually your best
fielder with aramunder. Note in some leagues where not too much pull the ball, the second baseman and shortstop can flip flop. Shortstop should have a very good range and strong hands. His serve as cutoff balls hit to center field and left field. On a hit to right field, a short stop covers second base and serves as a back up to throw back infield. She usually takes a throw at
second base to steal the play. On a bunt, the shortstop usually covers second base. Third Baseman: #5 player in a hot corner because of how quickly some of the grounders come screaming down to third base zone. Third must be a great fielder with a strong hand and excellent reaction time to cover the bunt. The third baseman usually plays as a third base bag to deter a bunt.
The third baseman covers the third base balls hit on the field. Left Fielder: #7 left fielder occupies the left field. She is responsible for supporting any balls or throws made on the left side of the arable below. In the event of a runner on the first and opposing team bunts, the left fielder has to get in and into the third base bag. The perfect left fielder must have good speed to cover the
outfield and can catch fly balls. The left fielder should also back up the center fielder for the balls to hit to center and left center field. The left fielder should be prepared to duplicate any throw from right field to the infield if it is not handled. Center Fielder: #8 center fielder is the master of the field and is usually your best and fastest player on the field. Usually, if she can make a
catch, other outfielders should put off on her. The center fielder backs up and the balls hit right or left field and backs up any throw to second base to steal the attempt or force out. Right fielder: #9 fielder covers the right field area and supports any throw to first base. In addition, she must have a strong arm to throw out runners trying to go from first to third on a hit to right field. The
right fielder should also duplicate any throw on the field from left field. Rover Player: #10 is an optional player and exists only in younger age groups if it exists at all. Usually used as a short outfielder as a fourth outfielder. Designated Hitter: A player who hits on one of your field players listed above. If the player has a DH, she can't play the field in that game. The player specified:
Specified as a tandem, the specified Player (Dp) rule is expanded to the specified Player rule. The player is listed as DP at the beginning of the game and does not play in the field. The tenth player, flex player, is placed in the line-up and DP hits on flex player. Dp and Flex player can be both on the field at the same time, just not at the beginning of the game. To thoroughly
understand the rule, the best thing to do is to ask for a full explanation by the league/tournament officials. This is a rule that can be tough and should be given special attention if you or the opposing team decide to use it. Here is a link that tries to explain the rule and its justification. Top Softball Positions Home to Fastpitch Softball CoachingReturn to Fastpitch Softball Rules
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